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Increasing attertion is Loing focused on linking education and tho marketplace

to prepare youth for a productive role in work. It 1.2 astonis ing that tho effort

until the beginning of this decade. The national career education and industry-edu-

cation cooperation movements are interlocking which provide a realistic base for

prepar ng youth to move from the world of schooling to the wo_ld of work.

Career education has become a major force in providing youth with experiences

while in school that relate to work and society as a whole. It is an integral part

of the educational delivery system that seeks to prepare "every student to.leave the

school system with at least entry-level job skills or with the basic educational

attainment to permit entry into further education programs."1 Industry-education

cooperation represented by community based advisory councils is providing the

linkage required for an effective school-to-work transition.

The National Association for Industry-Education Cooreration (ITAIEC ) cites the

need for collaborative efforts between employers and educational institutions in

preparing youth for work in its Handbook: An Introduction to IndustriEducation

Counc

It has always been difficult -for students to make the transition

-Art the classroom to the world of work. Students need realistic
perceptions of th!- world of work, good quality, up-to-date edu-

cational programs to facilitate their entrance into that world.

The ultimate success of schools depends upon their ability to

provide these onportunities. The availability of such learning

experiences can be increased by recognizing that work and edu-

cation are so interrelated that neither can exist in isolation

from the other.2

There is ample data to describe the negative -ide of equipping young people

in the age groups of 16 through 21 for workthe high rate of youth unemployment.

We are con7:ronted with the - tuation at this time of one and one-half million

young people in this age bracket who are in the labor market seeking employment

but unable to find jobs. "Many simply flounder around from job-to-job, until they

finally find themselves in a more or less permanent attachment to a jobrarely

from choice; more often as a function of age and force of cireumstances."3 The

problem is intensified during _- ieds of recession as in 1975 and nigh unemp1oyment.

The 1976 high school graduates in record numLers continue to search for work. College

graduates in many inntances, are applyiN; for any job they can find regardless of

their ttatu as a degree holdee or the pri nd icd cour:x of study they ',yrs,
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It seems more appropriate at this point to depart from a further elaboration

of -tatistics on youth unemployment and consider three areas that constitute the

ngredients for developing a realistic strategy for preparing youth for work:

* changes in the marketplace affecting youth employment

* a suggested delivery system that focuses on school-to-work transition

.* industry-education cooperation thatlinks the marketplace with the schools

The Amphasis throughout the analysis is on the interface between the private sector

marily and education, considering 'i.he fact that five out of six jobs are in

profit-oriented'organizations today.

THE CHANGING CONTOURS OF THE MARKETPLACE

Change is the hallmark of today, and the marketplace is no exception. Over

the next decade, we can anticipate significant changes impacting on the employment

situation for youth that will require major adjustments in the educational programs

focusing on school-to-work transition.

1. Technological Changes - The efficiency of our market economy is measured

by uctivity, the relation of output to one or more of the inputs--labor, capital,

and materials resources. "Trends over the past 25 years have reflected an annual

productivity rate of 3.2 percent for the total private economy."4 Technological

advances during this period have, to a large extent, resulted in a 100% increase

in productivity - a doubling of the output per hour of goods and services. Technology

is the basis of increased productivity and it was in agriculture, for example, that

technological changes increased productivity to the point where there has been a

loss of jobs in thiasector at arate of 200,000 during the past two decades. Other

occupations have undergone significant changes due to technological advances--how

does an educational delivery system res ind?

2. Occu tional Changes From Goods to Service - Shortly after the turn of the

century, only three in every ten workers in the nation were engaged in service

industries and seven out of ten were involved in the production of goods. By

1950, there was an approximate balance in employment between goods and services.

By 1968, the proportions had shifted so that six out of ten were employed in the service

sector. "By 1980, with the rising predominance of services, close to seven in every

ten workers will be in the service industries. The youth entering the labor

force during the next decade will be confronted with a situation that represents

the exact reversal of the proportions between the sectors in 1900. There has been

a shift to services and we are witnessing the rise of the public sector as a major

area of employment.
3
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Altogether, the goods-producing indus ries (a riculture0 mining, construction,

manufacturing ) employed 29 millton workers in 1968, and the number is expected to

rise to 31.6 million by 1980. Yet their share in total employment will decline to

below 32 percent in 1980, from about 36 percent In 1968. Within the service-

producing sector, the most important umwth area in employment since the end of

World War II has been government (local, state, and federal). One out of every six

workers,today is employed by one of 80,000 plus governmental entities. All categorie-

of the service-producing industries (transportation and utilities, trade, finance,

insurance, and real estate, services--professional, personal, business, and govern-

ment, have increased their share in total employment over the past three decades.

What is apparent is that if an industrial society is defined in terms of a goods-

producing society--if manufacturing is a key factor in shaping the character of its

labor forcethen this nation can no longer be considered an industrial society.

The changes in the patterns of occupations--the kind Of work people do--is

significant. This nation has become a white-collar society. Since 1920, the white-

collar group has been the fastest growing occupational group in the labor forcer and

this trend will continue. We witnessed a turning point in 1956--for the first time,

this group exceeded the employment of blu -collar workers. At the end of this-decade,

the ratio is expected to be about 5:3 in favor of the white-collar workers.'

Skill requirements are increasing. In 1900, unskilled workers outnumbered

managers and professionals; there were more household servants than professional

workers; and one of every three blue-collar laborers lacked a skill. 'roday, there

are five managers and professionals for every unskilled worker; there are ten

professionals for every household servant; and craftsmen and semi-skilled workers

make up seven-eights of the blue-collar work force."6 In view of these developments,

how will our schools respond in preparing youth for work?

3. Geographie_Changes -,EconomiarOly, the United States is a vast common .

market consisting of disparate areas that are growing at vastly different rates.

"As-new markets spring up, the region begins to attract a broad array of industries--

from manufacturing to all of its financial, advertising, wholesaling, printing, and

other support services."7 The "new market" areas are primarily in the South and

Sot;thwest where employment opportunities are growing at a significant rate as industry

takes advantage of good climate and cheap land, and the availability of skills, mate-

rials and space.



The mobility of business is demonstrated by one out of six jobs today being

located in three states--California, Texas, and Florida. These states generate one

Out of five gross national product dollars and along with the five Rocky Mountain

States,_have doubled their employment since :lorld War II. During the next decade,

it will be difficult to determine where the geographic ball will bounce. The indus-

trial Northeast and Midwest growth rates in employment, population, and personal

income are rapidly sl:i.pping--they are areas losing momentum. The migration of

industry from the high-cost urbanized North to the low-cost rural South confronts

schools with the necessity of preparing youth for employment in a very mobile market.

It also raises the point of the delivery system developing programs that provide

youth with skills that are needed by industry when it considers a site for its

operatiou.

4. Educational Changes - The educational preparatIon of young people has

undergone a major transformation over the past half century--"the proportion of

employed people with a completed secondary education has changed from a minority to

a substantial majority."8 Consider the following data: In 1920, approximately one

in six of the relevant age group graduated from high school. In 1970 the figure

was about four out of five. The past half century has witnessed a dramatic change

in the educational level of American workers. Instead of terminating formal.educa-

tion after elementary school, the predominant number of young people now entering

the labor force have at least a high school diploma, and about half of all high

school graduates are continuing with post secondary education with one out of five

obtaining at least a college degree.

The extra investment in increased education has given rise to increased

expectations which have not been met in practice. As a result, for many workers,

education has not been the route to productive job opportunities. The median

number of school yeas completed in the U.S. in 1974 was 12.5. With the educa-

tional level increasing, a number of workers feel that their skills are under-

utilized on the job, and this is lorticularly evident among younger workers who

haye some oollegebackground.

At thesame time, "educational requirements will continue to rise steadily even

for clerical and blue-collar workers."9 Further, the match between college graduates

and job openings is not encouraging in the short or long term. Between 1980 and

1985, collede:- graduates will exceed demand by about 105. By 1985, less than 20%

of all jots will require a four year college degree. What adjustments in the total

school program will be required to meet tnese changes?
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5. Income Changes During the past 15 year, inc me has advanced at a good

clip. Between-I950-74, the median family income rose ter cost of living

adjuStments. With the standard of living steadily rising in the nation, there has

been an increase in the demand for products and to a much greater degree, services.

The marketplace has now taken on the characteristics of an income service demand

economy with a growth of jobs primarily in the service sector. Here again the

educational system must respond to this major employment development.

6. Population Changes - Women's liberation, the pill, and increased female

Participation in the labor force came together in recent years accounting for a

sharp reduction in births. The elementarY Schools have felt the initial impact of

this _ velopment. A declining birth rate will have a ripple effect that is expected

to be felt in the high schools in 1977, according to the U.S. Office of Education.

The drop-off in the birth rate will have an effect on colleges and universities by

the early 1980's, but the changes in post-secondary enrollments are speculative,

since only about 30% of 18 to 24 year-olds axe presently enrolled in school and

older people tend increasingly to enter or return to college.

Declining enrollments inevitably reduce the demand for teachers despite modest

changes in student teacher ratios that help to offset some of the decrease. Continued

swings of considerable magnitude in the size of elementary, high school, and college

populations are in prospect during the remainder of the century. Therefore,

operating at a low level of births raises the issue of "quality" rather than

7quantity" in American education.

7. Manpower Cha - By 1980, there will be 100 million people available for

work. A significant number represent the post-war baby crop. Even though the

American economy enjoyed a long period of rapid expansion in the 1960's, reinforced

by additional needs for manpower by the armed forces, the large increase in the

number of teenagers and young people raised the question as to whether or not the

economy can sustain sufficient growth into the 1980's to provide jobs for 'the

available workers. In addition to the quantity aspect of the manpower situation,

-there is the factor of composition of the labor forte that bears analysis.

Women now constitute almost 40 percent of the total work force. By 1980, it

is expected that one out of two workers will be female. The imPact will be most

noticeable;in the services sector where female participation has been traditionally

centered. Two out of three women who work are married and women with pre-teenage

children are entering the labor force at a significant rate. Women have always

<worked for economic reasons, but now,,superimposed on the economic motive, is the

formidable psychological factor of self-_ alization. The impact is changing work

values almost as much as the nature of the family.

6
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Blacks constitute another major part of the changing labor force. Since

World War II, there has been a marked and relative improvement in the employment,

income, and education of blacks relative to whites due to a number of factors: a

widespread public concern to reduce and remove long-established discriminatory

practices, the more favorable geographic distribution of the black population, and

the lack of any competing labor source. Yet, the lower level of family income and

the small proportion golly on to higher education, for example, constitute disadvan-

tages that continue to affect many blacks. By 1980 one out of seven workers will

be black. AlOng wi h women, blacks constitute a significant element in the la;bor

force.

These, then, are the major changes that form a critical mass during the next

decade. It follows that efforts to develop an educational delivery system to

improve the transition from school-to-work must take into account each of these

factors.

DEVELOPING A DELIVERY SYSTEM FOR YCUTH ENFLOYMENT

Youth employment viewed within the context of these major changes in the market-

place requires a strong industry-education partnership 'liance at the local level.

Befere suggesting an educational program that meets the needs of young people

preparing to enter the world of work, it is appropriate to examine the employers

attitudes toward youth employment.

At the outset "it will come as no surprise that most business executives

believe our educational system should give greater emphasis to preparation for

work."10 Most employers endorse the increased emphasis on career education and

marketable skills by our elementary, secondary, and post-secondary schools. However,

many employers are dissatisfied with the present performance of the schools and

Colleges in preparing youth for employment. It should be noted that employers

express a major concern in the area of general_work_comeetencies, not about specific

technical skills and professional knowledge in assessing educational institutions'

performance in work preparation. Employei-s refer to language skills - English,

communication skills, reading, writing, etc. and mathematical or computational

skills as competencies that are too often found deficient in the new employee.

Entry-level blue-collar workers may be functionally illiterate and clerical

workers may find difficulty in spelling or punctuating at an acceptable level, and

speak or write ungrammatically. Industry also cites deficiencies in non-skills

aspects of work readiness, or understanding the "work place realit;.es." These range

from faulty attitudes toward work, discipline, and accomplishment to ignorance about

7



beginning rates of pay, speed of advancement, and star.clarils of behavior. Othur

deficiencies noted by industry are in interpersonal skills and various intellectual

and conceptual abilities, such as analytical skills, the ability to plan, organize,

or make decisions.

These are the emplo,--ont needs of youth that industry considers priority in

developing cooperative programs with schools. It is career education that "glves

the business community a unique opportun'Ay to work into the school program the kinds

of skills it would like to see potential employees acqeire before they begin work.

Business and professional people have invaluable on-the-job expertise that no edu-

cation-oriented teacher can ever impartshare that knowledge with students.

Before an effective industry-education linkage is formed, the local school

district muSt be committed to a comprehensive career education program to include

job placement services. This is the rec6mmended delivery system for youth employ-

ment, a career education program which utilizes a broad base of community resources

mobilized by an In,]ust:--Education Council. The focus for the educational program

is on outcomes rather than the process of education. "It is only recently that

attention has begun to be given to the outcomes of the educational process and

their alignment with occupational entry requirements u12 The emphasis on outcomes

gives belated recognition that many stUdents will eventually enter the world of work.

The following are areas in which industry-education collaborative efforts

are required in preparing youth for employment:

1. Statement of Goals - One cannot expect commitment to an education to work

program without a written statement of outcomes--the competencies required by students

to assume a productive role in the marketplace. School staff and faculty should

develop learner outcomes in cooperation with industry repreeented by business, labor,

government, agriculture, and the professions and parent groups for a Board of Edu-

cation's approval.

2. Staff Development - The major effoL in the entire education-to-work program

should be an intensive and sustained comprehensive training effort involving faculty,

administrators, guidance counselors, and librarians representing all levels in a school

program. A staff development program in career education would focus on the major

phases of career development (career awareness, career exploration, career selection

and cut across all curricula. Self assessment, infusing career education concepts

into the regular curriculum, career clusters, learner outcomes, occupational infor-

mation of the job placement function and utilization of community resources are

some of the major outcomes with respect to the program

8
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Whne career days, field trips, and community resource people are useful and

necessary activities, staff development in career education with its multiplier

effect and emphasis on a consortium of effort within a school bu lding, is the key

to developing an effec ive youth employment program. Indu-try, particularly the

private sector, should play a direct role in the design of the program, hosting some
-

of the conferences i.e. providing both instructional personnel and facilities, and

assisting in the evaluation of the training. The end result of the staff develop-

ment program would be career education implementation teams composed of staff and

faculty providi.ng the leadership in each school for a school-to-work program.

3. School Buildine Coordinators in Career Education - Representatives from each

school building in a system who have completed staff development training in career

education broaden the base of education and work programs for their clientele.

Representatives from industry and post secondary educational institutions would

conduct regularly scheduled workshops for coordinators for the purpose of developing

additional strategies, methods, and materials for expanding the career education

implementation process within a school building.

4. Curriculum In restructuring the curriculum to reflect career education

concepts, attention should be given to the high school curriculum in particular in

terms of focusing the school's instruction program on the development of transferable

skills through all the subjects courses and the certification of these skills at

graduation. In view of the mobility of the labor force, the educational program

should consider "skills, abilities, and competencies that individuals in various

occupational areas could bring to (transfer to) other jobs."13

5. Career Informa_tioniResource Center - At the secondary school level, the

Center would be an extension of career guidance. Counselors working with other

members of a career education implementation team and the school building cai er

education coordinator can provide direct services to students in terms of career

exploration internships (work experience ) in industry projects, self assessment,

occupational information, and employability skills. Tae Center also can serve as

a curriculum and materials facility for the entire school staff.

6. Job Placement Services - This activity is the capstone of a comprehensive

career education program Job placement the major linkage between education

and work for youth who are graduating, early school leavers, physically and

mentally handicapped, and post graduates.

9



There are five suggested functional component- of a job placement servic

program:

eeds assessment - the operational decisions made by schools: who to serve

and what services should be provided.

Job development - the recruitment of community business and industry support,

and the promotion of job opportunities for students.

* Student development - the most complex and important segJ1ent of placement.

It relates to the regular school curricula and includes special programs

and activities to prepare students for entry into employment. Employability

skills focusing on making a personal inventory, identifying sources on job

opportunities and training programs, preparing a resume, completing application

forms, being effective in a job interview, and factors to be considered before

accepting a job. Survival skills should also be an integral part of this job

placement activity e.g. job-behavior, interpersonal relations and decision-

making skills along with those skil]s that are associated with self awareness.

Other factors in employment such as social security, retirement benefit

taxes and using bank services would be included under student development.

Personnel representatives from industry can conduct a series of classroom

sessions on job-seeking and job-survival skills with student groups. The

Career Information Resource Center is a logical mechanism to coordinate this

activity with faculty.

laeeme the culminating activity of a placement program focusing en the

school system's attempt to provide job matching services.

* Follow-ep - is a:,"feedback" or the evaluative part of Placement.

Operationally, a school-based job placement services program should be a teaM

ef ort with a job placement coordinator at the district level directly responsible

for developing placement services as an integral component of a cotprehensive career

education program. Career education implementation teams, school building coordinators,

a job placement advisory committee, career information/resource cente-- and an

Industry-Education Council represent the consortium of effort required to implement

a j0b placement function for youth. This delivery system is flexible enough to not

only meet the needs of particular groups of students but also each individual

well.

7. Scho artn h - This project involves the develop-

merit of a working relationship between a school and an area,. employing institution.

A career education implementation team and an employer team would develop collab-

Orative efforts in such areas as career awareness/exploration activities tutoring

1 0
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in language and ma -uta al sI:l lis, (r. cyahi lity d jot srvi_ va 1

skills, student in,,nniships and exchange programs inv lying the oi and employer

staffs. This industry-education cooperative activity is particularly productive in

districts where the steps in developing a comprehensive career education model

previously described have taken place.

8. Task Force of Volun er Cansulian - :Preparing youth for work

requires utilization of community resources within the 15 U.S. Office of Educa,,i-

career cluster system. A task force of community volunteers organized by career

clusters has wide application in classroom, job placement, and career exploration

activities. It constitutes a major resource base in implement an education and

work program.

The design of this educational delivery system takes into account a series of

linkages in developing a comprehensive program for youth employment: education-to-

eduCation, education-to-occupation, .,:upation-to-education and occupation-to-

occupation. "The central concept is that the proper relation between educa.A.on

exit requirements and occupation entry requirements must bc established if students

are to make a smooth transition from school-to-work. 1,14

INDUSTRY-EDUCATION COUNCILS: 'INKINC THE MARi(E'FFLACE AND THE DELIVERY SYSTEM

A realistic catalyst for local initiatives in the program areas cited

previously is the Industry-Education Council. The Council provides the vehicle

for industry and education to work together at the critical interchanges between

education and work. "The many benefits which stem-from industry-education cooperation

with local schools, students, teachers, cmployers and communities have been discussed

and praised in journals and reports from both industry and education, yet much of

this cooperative effort has been fragmentary and on an ad hoc basis."15

Further, collaborative efforts in youth employment are characterized by

constraints within both sectok-. "The educational institution is avily bureau-

cratized, bound to the methodology of the past and slow to adjust to emerging needs,

while the business institution has not fully recognized its stake in educational

processes, nor the many ways in which it could strengthen them."16

Although, in most cases, these are distinct domains, the Industry-Educa ion

CoLncil provides a school district wide mechanism linking both sectors which

broadens the base of support for youth employment oriented programs. The Council

serves as an umbrella for coordinating industry-education cooperative efforts related

to a comprehensive career education program in terms of staff and curriculum develop-

ment, career guidance, job plqcomcnt and occunqt:lonal informntion. Thin

11



based council has the capability of providin crucially important forums for

working out - in terns of specific situations - answers to some problems atfecting

education - experience interchange that seem to defy solution when posed in broader

conceptual terns "17

Youth employment programs have greater oporLunities for success when the top

leadership of:a community representing business, education bor, government,

agriculture and the professions constitute the membership of an Industry-Education

Council. Organized into functional committees, these senior decision makers provide

"a united or consortium approach," bringin, the largest number of people together

from both systemsindustry and education."18

The Niagara Falls Area Industry-Education Council is an example of a group

directly participating in the development, coordina''.on, and evaluation of projects

associated with school-to-work transition. It mobilizes the key resources of the

community; develops plans for their efficient allocation; and provides opportunity

to achieve program objectives related t_ the school district's comprehensive career

education model. The Central Jersey-Indu try-Education Council in Woodbridge, New

Jerbey, Hanpden County Industry-Education-Labor Council in Springfield, Massachuse

and the Business and Industry Council in Madison, Wisconsin are other excellent

models that emphasine industry-education collaboistive efforts in youth employment.

The National Association for Industry-Education Cooperation, through its ,network of

affiliated Councils, is providing leadership in developing effective linkages between

schools- and industry in the area of education and work.

LONG TERM PROSPECTS

The recognition of the changes in the marke place as a Laseline for planning

an effective delivery system for preparing youth for productive empioyment and

developing a comprehensive career education program utilizing the Industry-Edu-

cation Council model linking the marketplace and the schoaln, offer the best

opportunity for a realistic education-to-work program in tl-Je long term.

"It should be noted that the private sector will be Galled upon in coming years

to help resolve America's most serious manpower problem - to reduce unemployment by

a more rapid absorption of young people into productive jobs."19 Because youth

unemployment is primarily structural in nature, it is not attributable to deficient

overall demand and cannot he cured by easy money, tax reducUons, or more government

spending. There in a mismatch between the labor skills in the economy and those

possessed by yo e peopI e.

12
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The youth employment problem looks much the same as a lot of other problems.

Itis the type of problem that is solved by the private enterprise .ystem without

any centralized planning. The normal function of the marketplace is to bring

up _y and demand into balance and to preserve that balance in changing circumstances.

That is as true in the market for human services as in the market for any commodity.

:an sUM, there is a natural linkage between educat on and work. Young peopJe

need-jobs and industry needs human resources for their operation. While education

and industry have their separate goals, both are concerned with the development and

utilization of,human resources, particularly with respect to the erployment of youth.

13
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